We present the modeling of the high-level design of a next generation network switch from the perspective of a ComputerAided Design (CAD) team within the larger context of a design team consisting of an experienced network switch designer and an experienced VLSI hardware designer. After facilitating the design process, the CAD team observed how designers approach highlevel designs, beyond RTL. We motivate the need for CAD support that allows designers to effectively manipulate what we refer to as Memory Visualization Level (MVL) design.
Introduction
A primary goal of system level modeling has been to formulate a near-universal modeling representation within which a broad class of designs can be developed. Ultimately, this allows designers to efficiently implement instances of systems within a single modeling style as supported by common design tools and methodologies. Of course, hardware design has been quite successful at this. Registertransfer level (RTL) design is based upon the premise that all designs that can be specified in the RTL formulation can be synthesized and simulated in the same way. Clearly the RTL. representation imposes some restrictions on the broader class of systems that might be represented by gate-level hardware design. But the restrictions are minor compared to the benefits of the tools and methodologies that support RTL-based designs. A primary reason for RTL design becoming popular was that an elegant formalism fit the modeling already being done by designers.
Interestingly, convergence on a near-universal representation of digital systems beyond RTL is still elusive. Functiodarchitecture or computatiodcommunication orthogonalization [41, and the description of all systems by uniting specific models of computation [51 are perhaps the most conspicuous research efforts toward system representation. These carry a premise that certain approaches to design are inherently more formal than others, and so are better for designers to follow than others. For instance, the notion that all computation systems can be distilled to reactive models, or that shared memory is a poor modeling practice, are strong sentiments within some parts of the CAD community related to these and other efforts. The authors of the paper were a part of a system design team. The goal was to explore the design of a Tera-hidsec switch-on-achip with Quality of Service (QoS), taking advantage of technology predicted by the SIA roadmap [ 131 to be available in the year 2008. The team included an experienced network switch architect and an experiencedVLS1 architect, The goal of the anthors was to develop CAD tool support for the team and thus to better understand the important modeling issues of next generation designs from the perspective of system designers.
In this paper, we discuss the network switch being designed and present ow observations on the design process and the modeling needed to support it. We observe that these designers conceive systems at higher levels of abstraction than those currently promoted in research or commercial twls, and break many of their premises. We agree with [6] that the memory architecture of embedded designs can be chosen more or less freely. Indeed, in concurrent computation, memory organization has the greatest impact on overall performance [91. The shift from computer systems as discrete components to S o 0 with on-chip memories requires memory-based organizing principles for design tools. We illustrate the design space these next generation tools must capture.
The most significant challenges the team's designers faced in performance-oriented design were ones that pertained to effective visualization and manipulation of memory access, which we refer to as Memory Visualization Level (MVL) design. At this level, the issue is concurrently evolving, from their earliest conception, the functionality, the architecture and the access to shared information based on technological limitations. None of these is known first; they evolve together.
We sm with a brief background in network switching and proceed to describe the network switch architecture we developed and its simulation model. Results from the simulation are presented to illustrate the level of abstraction used and the types of questions that needed to he answered. We conclude with our observations on the design process and the modeling needed to support it.
Networking Background
Following is a very brief background of networking principles so that a reader unfamiliar with the networking industry will be able to understand our design scenario and experiments. For a more complete background, see [IO] . The basic function of a network packet switch is to route packets received on a set of input ports to a set of output ports. The correct output port is determined by the address contained in the header of the packet.
The design complexity of the switch increases when trying to maximize the number of packets per second routed by the switch or when the traffic is not well behaved. Research into the general characteristic of packet (raffic on local area networks and wide area networks has revealed a fundamentally hursty nature 111. Typical network applications such as email, file transfer, and web page downloading result in data transfers of a bust or stream of back-to-back packets, followed by long periods of inactivity [2] . The aggregation of many of such sessions intensifies the bnrsty traffic model [I] . Given the extreme behavior of such traffic models, the true test of a network switch is the ability to handle these cases.
Bursts of packets are typically handled by buffering the excess packets until the burst dies away. The result of this buffering is a smwthing function on the traffic, but it can also lead to an increase in packet latency as the packets mnst wait in buffers until they can be sent. If the traffic h u t is too large, the buffers will overtiow, and some packets will be discarded or dropped.
Network engineers realized it would be commercially beneficial to make distinctions between packets such that a customer paying a premium would be offered a service with lower latency and lower drop rate. In order to implement this, the notion of priority class was created. Packets with a higher priority class are guaranteed lower latency and a lower drop probability by the network switch -the QoS. Thus, a major metric for evaluating the performance and quality of a network switch architecture has become the measure of QoS offered and delivered by the architecture.
Proposed Network Switch Architecture
From the goals of the project, the architects determined a number of technological constraints and proposed a baseline architecture to model. The baseline architecture was still quite broad. Thus, it was not possible to consider any single aspect of the model synthesizable, unlike [6] . Given the complexity of the design, a wide range of architectural modeling was necessary to support design exploration.
A For a 128 node switch, the g z memory available to buffer data was 2 p the greatest resource limitation. To --compensate, a variation on virtnal cut-through routing [91 was used to route packets across the fabric. This Figure  method breaks the packet up into a number of smaller units called pits, typically a 32-bit piece. The first flit in the packet opens a path across the switch which is dedicated to the packet until the tail is streamed down the path, freeing the path. If the path is blocked, the . , , ,
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Architecture flits stan to be buffered in place in the node's transit buffer (these buffer flits in transit between on-chip nodes). If the node at the head of the path NnS out of room, the back-pressure causes previous nodes in the path to begin to use their transit buffer space as weU. This method allows a blocked packet to be buffered across multiple nodes, creating a form of shared memory that distributes memory usage more evenly across the fabric. (This is unlike a store-and-forward scheme that stores a complete packet at each node in the path.) If this back-pressure reaches a primary input, the packet in the inport is lost; it is dropped.
Another goal was to keep the functionality of the nodes simple with local decision making. Nodes only know the conditions of neighboring nodes by the back-pressure of packets. This desire for simplicity also affected the QoS implementation (described in more detail in section 4.1). Every time there is contention for a resource, it would be optimal for a QoS scheduler to differentiate between priority classes to resolve the contention. However, due to the limited resources available, it was decided that it would be sufficient to place QoS schedulers at the site of the most contention -the output pons. Essentially, this requires an assumption that the switching fabric on the chip appears ideal to the QoS -that the fabric's limitations do not interfere with effective QoS.
While the above architecture is fairly detailed, it also leaves a great deal unspecified. 
Simulation Model
The simulation model was built using our frequency interleaved simulation environment [7] . SystemC [Ill and Superlog [I21 were considered. Since they have aspects of an unconstrained programming language, each could have been used to construct our (or any) simulation by using the general programming constructs as opposed to the specific design principles supported by the languages. Since they are extensions of RTL-level modeling, they tend to constrain state access to port-like models consistent with RTL, which would have limited the definition of the modeling style and its parameterization. Conceptually, the model resembles Figure 2 . A set of parameters is applied to the model to explore numerous aspects of the unspecified design space implied by the baseline architecture. A traffic pattern stimulates the design allowing the designer to examine how this particular instance of the architecture performs. Structure in the model was implied by modeling each component as a periodically-activated thread. One advantage of this style of specification is that the communication channels act as a buffer between neighboring nodes, preserving the notion of concurrent execution of the nodes without having to utilize a discrete event scheduler to maintain variable update order. This has the funher advantage that the model can be distributed on a multiprocessor machine to decrease simulation time. 
TheNode
A routing function included in each node directs all of the uffic. Along with the inport and outport, the node also contains a number of internal inputs and outputs that connect it to its neighbors. The number of neighbors that the node has is determined by the topology of the routing fabric; neighboring nodes can have any number of channels connecting them.,The QoS scheduler [3] resides on the primary output and decides $e order in which packets leave the node. All of the inputs and outputs have huffen that are modeled using FIFO queues that allow the packets to he buffered in order as the flits from the packet each arrive separately. The memory of each node is split between transit buffers, which hold flits transiting across the node, and an output buffer for the output port.
The main loop of the node cycles through each of the primary and intemal inputs. If a connection exists, the main Imp attempts to move a single flit from the current input to its destination. If there is no connection and a packet is waiting in the huffer, the routing function uses the packet address to either route the packet to the output buffer or forward it to the appropriate internal output. The connections are circuit switched; they are dedicated to the packet until the tail arrives and closes the connection.
Once all of the inputs have been serviced, the primary outport is examined. Here, the QoS scheduler gives priority to the more imporrant packets. As each packet arrives in the output buffer it is given a unique timestamp that is a function of the current timestamp of the scheduler, the class of the packet and the packet's length. Whenever the outport is free. the QoS scheduler merely has to pick the packet in the buffer that has the smallest timestamp.
Parameterization
The model has several categories of parameterization (see Table  I ). One determines the actual physical structure of the switch, including the number of nodes, the topology of the interconnect, and the connection strength (number of connections) between neighbors. The second category deals with the node's memory architecture -the size and how it is distributed. Other parameters allow the designer to see the effects of running the model without a QoS scheduler in place and the difference that changing the size of a flit makes to the model. Even though the core architecture model remains fixed, the parameters allow switches with radically different performance characteristics to be modeled. The parameters are not completely independent; they capture interacting design concerns. The most obvious example of this interaction is the two parameters goveming the transit buffers. One parameter limits the length that individual transit buffers can reach. The other limits the total overall space allowed for all transit buffers. These two parameters allow the model to capture a number of different memory architectures depending on their ratio. If the two numbers are the same, this models a single piece of memory that is shared between all of the node's intemal ports. At the other end of the spectrum, if the individual buffers are only allowed one "h of the total memory available for N buffers, this models an architecture that uses completely separate memories for each p a t . The space between these two extremes captures a number of intermediate architectures, including individual memories, a memory arbiter or even virtnal channels with shared buffers.
Traffic Models
At high levels of design, the model of a design's testhench -in this case network traffic -must be parameterizahle so that designs may he evaluated against specific scenarios. Further, there are few publicly available traces of actual network traffic. Thus, we built a traffic generator that allowed the designer to simulate the two major aspects of network traffic: the arrival characteristics, and the destination distribution. The first is a measure of the burstiness of the traffic. A lack of burstiness results in traffic that anives according to a Poisson process. One extreme of the second aspect is hotspot traffic -where the majority of the network traffic is directed to a single output, overwhelming it. The other extreme is a completely unifnrm traffic model with an even load on all outputs.
Our generator allows the designer to create traflic that combines these amibutes in varying amounts and overlay them with an average load on the entire switch.
Simulation Results
The research team used simulation to explore the proposed switch architecture. In this section we show a subset of the experiments, pertaining to a 2-D torus, developed to show the implications and trade-offs of coarse grain design decisions. Other results can he found in (81. The model used there was derived from the one described here. Further, it only included the fabric; QoS was not included. Thus, QoS-fabric interactions could not he modeled. By contrast, the results in this paper show the impact of the fabric on the effectiveness of QoS.
The limitations and design questions posed are: Can we implement a simplified QoS algorithm and save node resources?
Can the experimental fabric approximate an ideal one? (An ideal fabric is an unrealizable one with complete connectivity -as would he the case for a 128x128 crossbar -and unlimited memory to huffer packets.) What is an adequate connection strength to approximate ideal prformance? Given a finite amount of memory per node, how should it he distributed tn maximize performance? From these high level design questions, we created four experiments to test these hypotheses. The switch performance is evaluated using two primary metrics, packet latency and drop rate.
QoS Algorithm Complexity
The first experiment investigated the trade-off of reducing QoS functionality in order to reduce the node resources taken up by the QoS logic. We varied the number of sessions (streams) that the QoS scheduler had to choose from to make scheduling decisions. This is intended to simulate QoS algorithms of varying complexity. A session is a logical connection across the switch formed by multiple packets associated with a particular application. Each session is assigned a traffic class priority -multiple sessions may be assigned the same class. We compared the latency of the overall traffic on a per class basis of these cases to the cases of no QoS scheduler, and a QoS scheduler with access to all of the sessions.
These are shown in Figure 3 . The traffic was Poisson distributed with a 97% load, 128 sessions, and eight traffic priority classes. approximate an ideal fabric with a ~O N S fabric with certain architectural parameters. However, the fourth experiment ?bowed a point at which the model broke down and the experimental fabric could not approximate the ideal fabric. Thus when QoS is implemented only at the node outputs of the proposed experimental fabric design, it becomes ineffective due to dropping decisions that are made upstream, in the fabric.
Observations
These experiments answer design questions that cannot be answered by pure analytical methods or by designer's intuition. In this section we make some observations about the model. Our goal is to point out characteristics of modeling at this level that support the creative process in the context of design space exploration and yet may be inconsistent with traditional views.
Level of Design
Performance modeling in high level design is enabled by a level in between the purely functional and the physical. The network switch model exists at such a mid-level; we call itflir accurare. At a purely functional level, a model could capture a very large design space. But since the model is completely functional, there is no way to examine the physical implications of the implied design space; these models are too high level for automatic synthesis. At a lower level, the actual physical structure of the design or a particular implementation could be modeled. However, system alternatives are difficult to explore at this level: it is useful mainly for detailed timing and verification.
For the network switch, neither the whole function, the architecture, the model of computation, nor the boundary between computation and communication were obvious. The model has structure and a number of implied design decisions built into it, but much of the model still exists at a more functional level. This combined with the parameterizable aspects of the model's structure and function allow a designer to explore the physical consequences of a fairly large design space without having to commit to other attributes of the design.
The important issue at the system level of design is having a model that is just accurate enough to allow the designer to define and manipulate how the significant system features will interact to have the most impact on overall system balance. Clearly, for performance modeling to take place, some notion of timing must be included in the specification. Implicitly, the level of time granularity of the model dictates the types of concnrrent architectural elements that are manipulated by the designer as well as the functionally atomic actions that happen between them. For instance, the assumption made for all of the node threads was that a simulation cycle was just enough time to process and move a single flit. The communication between the testbench and the fabric was done at one fifth of this rate to simulate an off-chiplonchip communications ratio, enabling consideration of odoff chip trade-offs without requiring excessive physical detail.
Accommodation
At the system level, designers prioritize the physical implementation of one set of behaviors over others. The less prioritized behavior is not Nled out, but is implemented in a less optimal manner than the common case. However, traditional, automatic synthesis begins with a representation of the required behavior of the system which is a specification of what the system does. In this specification, there is no notion of meeting some portions of the behavior better than others. All of the behavior in the specification is met. By contrast, the network switch started with a notion of what an ideal behavior might be, for instance, that no packets are dropped under any circumstances, and that latencies are always guaranteed to he met. However, switch designers realize that this ideal will be met only under some situations, but not all. Thus, in some cases the switch model might he considered imperfect or less than ideal.
Imperfection in the design process is recognition that a broad class of ideal behaviors might be implemented very effectively, while less-ideal ones must he uccommodured. In other parts of the system compensarion is used to handle the less ideal behaviors. Because performance is a primary factor, function and architecture are affected, together, in such designs. Often this is far superior to designing for the true worst case. For instance, the network switch is designed to optimize most operating conditions, but to drop packets or increase latency in others. Dropped packets are compensated for by higher levels of network protocols that will resend the packets -this solution is implemented in a completely separate part of the system. A wholly different example is where software memory is ideally modeled as infinite. But, it is accommodated for being finite in other parts of the model such as memory allocation schemes.
Compensation is not auto-matically synthesizable -a synthesis tool would not decide, in general, when it is appropriate to consider some design cases rare, or how to most effectively accommodate them. Rather, these are creative decisions of a designer which, only after being invented and set down in behavior, can be synthesized. Significantly, the acceptability of accommodation of rare design cases is an example of how function and architecture interact; design representations and methodologies must support the interaction.
Design Elements
System level designers conceptualize both the design elements of a system as well as bow they can be manipulated so that their interactions can be understood. In the case of the switch, the design elements were the nodes (which coupled output and transit buffer memory) which were manipulated by the model parameters, some of which were interdependent. Other designs might have utilized different design elements; some were considered in the early pats of the design process. Importantly, the phase in which the design elements were defined had the greatest impact on the overall naNR of the design. Limiting the designer's ability to think about the design elemenuj of the system would have hampered the ability of the designers to reach a potentially elegant solution.
For instance, some have proposed all computation can be distilled to a reactive system, thus forming a basis for system level CAD, From a formal point of view, it is bard to argue with such approaches; after all, all computation can also be modeled as a collection of interconnected NAND gates. All physicaj systems are really structural and finite. But, from that point of view all other modeling constructs are superfluous.
A network switch is an embedded system -but not a reactive system. The fact that packets can be dropped by the interaction of the particular traffic situation is a singular notion not well supported by a reactive model. A reactive model is similar to a hardware model in that signals are processed by interconnected elements. The notion that some signals may not be processedthey might be dropped due to complex interactions between the inputs and the architecture -is difficult to conceive in a hardware model. And yet, the fact that a packet can be dropped and accommodated at .higher levels of design -higher layers of the network stack protocol -is a powerful notion i n networking. At the system level, the most elegant formalisms are often inconsistent with the most elegant designs -those from a designer who effectively manipulates the physical design space with an understanding of how functionality interacts with the most significant architectural features to form an elegant result.
Shared Memory
The method of implementation of shared memory illustrates the way functionality and architecture as well as computation and communication are strongly interrelated in such a design; they are not independent at this higher level.
Network switch designers seek two goals simultaneously -a completely connected topology to minimize latency, and an ideally shared, multiport memory to reduce bursty and hotspot traffic effects. Architecturally, these two goals are opposites. One is about complete connectivity while the other is about the need to develop central arbitration for a conceptually global memory space. Since memory was at a premium on the switch and a 128-port memory was out of the question, a memory sharing scheme was important to investigate. The modeling issue is not simply a question of the presence or absence of a shared memory behavior in the switch. Rather, its method of implementation had an impact on virtually all other aspects of the design; altematives had to be considered.
Unbounded Models of Hardware
An unbounded model allows the designer to explore architectures without having to build each case. Designers of the switch needed to consider the size of the architecture as driven by the way the system is utilized, such as how often a resource is needed. Thus, while the network switch is a hardware model, it was important to include the ability to consider computation, communication and state within the model unbounded at various times so that the designers could understand how rare design cases might actually affect the amount of hardware required.
Some test cases used traffic models that placed heavy demand on one or more output nodes, and measuring &e amount of memory that would be required for no packets to be dropped. The amount of memory was significant enough so as to prohibit the possibility of more than a few nodes on the switch, if that traffic case had to he met under all possible circumstances. Similarly, the designers ran the model with an unbounded connection strength between nodes on the switch. Even under normal traffic models, as many as 80 channels were utilized at one time in support of little or no dropping of packets, hut the times that many channels were required was so rare it was possible to easily rule out the need for excessive interconnect on the switch.
Conclusions
The experience described in this paper motivates the need to develop system modeling strategies around higher level concepts. At the early stages of the switch design, there was no notion of function, architecture nor how information (state) in the system would be shared. Although none of these were initially known, they evolved concurrently in response to technological limitations, a set of application data against which to model performance, creativity, and technical intuition. The issue is how to support this important phase of the system design process.
We observed that the system designers were carrying out two separate steps in the design process: defining design elements, resulting in a modeling style, and exploring how performance is impacted by manipulation of designs within that style. Unlike RTL designs where computation, communication and state are well defined U priori, high level system designs do not start with a premise of what the design elements of the system are. In the switch design, the designers initially thought in terms of a node that processes information in packets where some behavior is implied by the node definition. It remains an open question if the node was the best design element around wbicb to organize the design; however, the fact that optimal design elements are not always obvious suggests the need for the CAD community to suppon designers in discovering them.
We observed that this level of design can be thought of as Memory Visualization Level design. MVL is pre-behavior design. The behavior must be discovered in light of how the system is going to be used. State in any computation system includes that used to construct the system's behavior and that used to store application data. The primary organizing principle of most systemlevel design is that of application state -memory. Thus, in MVL design, the design elements are formed around how application data is effectively organized for performance-optimized behavior.
Designers must effectively manipulate memory access on two levels: by defining design elements, and by defining the way the elements interact. With MVL design, boundaries of shared memory must be easily movable, allowing for alternate partitionings of function (even accommodation). Levels (speeds) of memory access must be easily changeable, allowing for easy consideration of alternate functional partitioning. The result of MVL design is then a behavior which represents bow the overall system computation, communication and state will form the system. At that point, many design decisions have been made, facilitated by this higher level of exploration. Divide-and-conquer can then be applied to implementing each part.
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